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Resolution-Based Execution of Description Logics Programs for Instance-Retrieval Gergely Luk´acsy∗, Zsolt Nagy∗, and P´eter Szeredi∗ Abstract. This paper compares two resolution-based ABox reasoning techniques over the description logic language ALC. Queries are executed in a Prolog-framework using the PTTP (Prolog Technology Theorem Proving) approach. The aim of these reasoning algorithms is to efficiently answer instance-check and instance-retrieval queries when large amounts of data are stored in the ABox. We describe two approaches of transforming a DL knowledge-base to Prolog clauses. A case study highlights the usage of these techniques in practice.



1. Introduction Work reported in this paper is being carried out in the SINTAGMA1 project, which aims at the development of a knowledge management tool-set for the integration of heterogenous information sources. SINTAGMA is an extension of the S ILK2 [2] technology, for retrieving information spanning over several data sources stored in the model warehouse of the system. We support models of different kinds. Some of them are based on the traditional object oriented paradigm, while others use description logic (DL) constructs as well. The model warehouse can be used to answer complex queries spanning over several data sources. The process of answering such queries is called mediation, during which we decompose complex integrated queries to simple queries answerable by individual information sources. Currently we are working on extending the capabilities of the SINTAGMA tool-set by designing and implementing description logic inference methods used for querying information sources containing large amounts of data. The first step of this research process resulted in a resolution-based transformation of ABox-reasoning problems to Prolog [12], called the Restricted approach. This algorithm is able to answer instance-check and instance-retrieval queries over the DL language ALC and an empty TBox. The second step involves examining how ABox-reasoning services can be provided with respect to a non-empty TBox using Prolog technology. We have thus made another transformation that can handle TBox-axioms as well when performing ABox-inference and have named it the Intermediate approach [11]. The aim of this paper is to compare and contrast these approaches summarizing their main benefits and drawbacks, and based on these results, outlining future goals. This paper is structured as follows: Section 2. briefly summarizes the basics of description logics and logic programming. Section 3. presents related work on ABox-inference in description logics, ∗
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while Section 4. presents a motivating example. Section 5. introduces our Restricted and Intermediate reasoning approaches, while Section 6. evaluates and compares the performance of these two approaches. Finally, Section 7. concludes this work and addresses some future research challenges.



2. Description logics, logic programming Description logics (DLs) is a family of logic based languages used for knowledge representation. DLs are used for describing the knowledge base of an application field (e.g. medical knowledge, configuration, database design). The terminological system of a description logic knowledge base consists of concepts, which represent sets of objects, and roles describing binary relations between concepts. Objects are the instances occurring in the modelled application field, and thus are also called instances or individuals. A description logic knowledge base consists of two disjoint parts: the TBox and the ABox. The TBox (terminology box) contains terminology axioms of form C ⊑ D (concept C is subsumed by D). The ABox (assertion box) stores knowledge about the individuals in the world: a concept assertion of form C(i) denotes that i is an instance of C, while a role assertion R(i, j) means that the objects i and j are related according to role R. Concepts and roles may either be atomic (referred to by a concept name or a role name) or composite. A composite concept is built from atomic concepts using constructors. The expressiveness of a DL language depends on the constructors allowed for building composite concepts or roles. Obviously there is a trade-off between expressiveness and inference complexity. The basic inference tasks concerning the TBox can be reduced to the problem of concept-satisfiability [1], where the goal is to determine if there exists a model of the given TBox in which the given concept C is non-empty. Concept-satisfiability is usually decided using the tableau inference algorithm, which tries to build a model showing that C is satisfiable. In this paper, we deal with two ABox-inference tasks. An instance-check query asks if the TBox and the ABox together entail that a given individual is an instance of a given query-concept. In case of an instance-retrieval problem, only a query-concept is given and the task is to find all the individuals that are instances of the query-concept according to the TBox and the ABox. ABox-reasoning is usually also based on the tableau-algorithm, performing an indirect proof for each candidate instance to be retrieved. Since ABox-inference is based on entailment, case-distinction can be used during reasoning. Consider a query containing a concept and its negation inside existential restrictions, e.g. ∃R.(A ⊓ ∃R.¬A), or a concept and its negation occur in different terms of a union, e.g. (A ⊓ B) ⊔ (¬A ⊓ C). For such queries, one can first assume that an individual taking part in the proof is an instance of A, and then assume that the same individual is an instance of ¬A. If these two assumptions (cases) yield the same answer for a query, the answer is derived through case-distinction. We use the language ALC in this paper. ALC concepts are built from role names, concept names (atomic concepts), the top and bottom concepts (⊤ and ⊥) using the following constructors: intersection (C ⊓ D), union (C ⊔ D), negation (¬C), value restriction (∀R.C) and existential restriction (∃R.C), where C and D are concepts and R is a role name. For an introduction to description logics we refer the reader to the first two chapters of [1].



We use Prolog [13] to execute instance-check and instance-retrieval queries. Prolog is a logic programming language having the property that programs are written in the form of restricted first-order clauses, called Horn-clauses. The knowledge-base is described using Horn-clauses of form H ← B1 ∧ B2 ∧ · · · ∧ Bn where H is the head literal and Bi are body literals. Clauses with an empty body (n = 0) are called facts, while ones with nonempty body (n > 0) are rules. The TBox and the queries are transformed into Prolog rules. The content of the ABox is given in the form of Prolog facts. In our framework, the following assertion forms are allowed in the ABox: A(i), ¬A(i), R(i, j), where A is an atomic concept and R is a role name. The corresponding Prolog facts are c(i), notC(i) and r(i,j) respectively. Execution of a logic program consisting of facts and rules is a logic inference process based on resolution. The ABox-query is formulated using a Prolog goal, which is a clause with an empty (false) head. It is important to note that, using the idea of the DLP (Description Logic Programs) approach [4], the knowledge-base can contain non-DL Prolog rules in both of our approaches. The idea of description logic programs is to use the expressive union of a description logic language and logic programs. For instance, expressing the role aunt in a description logic language requires role composition, which makes the used DL language undecidable. However, the same information can easily be represented with Horn-clauses and used for inference.



3. Related work Traditional tableau-based Description Logic reasoners such as R ACER were not optimized for performing ABox-reasoning on large amounts of instances [5]. Therefore, many other reasoning techniques emerged that were not based on the tableau-algorithm. Work [7] describes a resolution-based inference algorithm, which is not as sensitive to the increase of the ABox size as a tableau-based method. System K AON 2 [9] implements this method and provides reasoning services over the description logic language SHIQ. On the other hand, paper [6] discusses how a first order theorem prover such as VAMPIRE can be modified and optimized for reasoning over description logic knowledge bases. Paper [4] describes a direct transformation of ALC description logic axioms to Horn-clauses. Although [4] restricts the expressive power of ALC by disallowing constructs that result in non-Horn clauses, the main advantage of the approach is that the transformed clauses can be supplemented with other non-DL Horn-clauses. Both the modified VAMPIRE and K AON 2 aim to provide inference services over knowledge bases defined using the expressive power of the DL language in question plus the expressive power of a restricted fragment of first order logic. In case of K AON 2, the restrictions involving FOL components are such that the inference algorithm remains to be a decision procedure. It has been proved in [10] that query-answering over a knowledge base containing SHOIN axioms and so-called DL-safe rules is decidable. However in practice, this decision procedure has been shown to be highly inefficient due to don’t know nondeterminism (backtrack search). For efficiency reasons, only a subset of the SHOIN description logic language is used in K AON 2.



Paper [8] introduces a fragment of the SHIQ language that can be transformed into Horn-clauses. The Horn-SHIQ language presented there allows more concept constructors than our restricted ALC framework. On the other hand, our approach poses less restrictions on the use of disjunctions. More recently, several papers (e.g. [3]) describe DL deduction engines that use non-monotonic reasoning, such as Answer Set Programming. This is in contrast with our approach, which uses classical logic as the basis of DL deduction.



4. Motivating example In this section we describe a possible DL application, which we use for testing our approach. The application concerns the component-hierarchy of an abstract system, and makes it possible to describe the behavior of the system. The terms component and subcomponent are used for the abstract description of a system. Some concrete systems which can be described with this approach include web-services forming a business process, object-oriented message passing systems, hardware-software systems, electronic circuits, etc. The objective of the description logic reasoner is to localize the faulty components of a system and monitor error-propagation. We assume that an acceptance test has been written for each component of the system which determines if the component is faulty or operating. We also assume that the state of all the components cannot always be determined, since in some cases, the acceptance test can fail to execute or the result of the acceptance test cannot be accessed (e.g. due to network connection errors).



The model. Information on the structure of the system and information on the state of the components are modelled in a description logic knowledge-base. Each component is an instance in the ABox. Components are connected by the uses role, where uses(i, j) denotes that the services of component j are used by component i. On an abstract level, it is not important whether the uses relation denotes service usage, method call or structural composition. According to the performed acceptance tests, each component can either be operating or faulty. Faulty components are instances of the concept Faulty, while operating components are instances of the concept ¬Faulty. If the result of an acceptance test belonging to an instance is not available, the individual is not an instance of any of the concepts Faulty or ¬Faulty. Components are categorized further. We will distinguish between highly critical, critical and noncritical components. These properties are denoted by the concepts HighlyCritical, Critical and NonCritical respectively3. There are FaultTolerant components that can operate correctly even if they use a faulty subcomponent. The concept NSCP (N-Self-Checking Programming) denotes a component applying a special technique for increasing its dependability. In case of an NSCP component, there are n subcomponents, executed in a predefined order. Each subcomponent calculates an answer and at the same time, performs an acceptance test. The main component requests the acceptance test results and the answers from the subcomponents in their order, and returns the first received answer which is accompanied by a successful acceptance test. 3



In this context, the concept NonCritical is not the negation of Critical



The following axioms are in the TBox regarding fault-tolerant behavior. These axioms are handled when answering ABox-inference queries. • Faulty ⊓ NSCP ⊑ ∀uses.Faulty: if we have a faulty NSCP component, then all its subcomponents are faulty. • ∃uses.Faulty ⊓ ¬FaultTolerant ⊑ Faulty: if a component has a faulty subcomponent and it is not fault tolerant, then the component itself is faulty too. • NonCritical ⊑ ∀uses.NonCritical and Critical ⊑ ∀uses.(NonCritical ⊔ Critical): none of the subcomponents of a component may belong to a higher level (non critical, critical, highly critical) than the level of the component. • NonCritical ⊑ ¬Critical ⊓ ¬HighlyCritical Critical ⊑ ¬NonCritical ⊓ ¬HighlyCritical HighlyCritical ⊑ ¬NonCritical ⊓ ¬Critical: for each instance, there is at most one concept denoting how critical the instance is. These axioms extend our assertional knowledge by deriving new faulty components and new instances of the concepts NonCritical, Critical, HighlyCritical and their negates.



Queries. After acquiring the results of the acceptance tests and asserting them into the ABox, some queries can be executed. These queries will be used in the description of our ABox-reasoning approaches, as well as in performance evaluation. • Determine all faulty components Faulty(X)



(query1)



• Determine all components that are either faulty and critical, or not faulty and use a faulty critical subcomponent ((Faulty ⊓ Critical) ⊔ (¬Faulty ⊓ ∃uses.(Faulty ⊓ NonCritical)))(X)



(query2)



• Determine all the components of a system which contain a faulty subcomponent containing a non-faulty subcomponent. (∃uses.(Faulty ⊓ ∃uses.¬Faulty))(X)



(query3)



5. Prolog based ABox-reasoning Subsection 5.1. proposes two possible approaches for ABox-reasoning and presents the general scheme of the inference task. Subsection 5.2. introduces the PTTP approach [15], which is the basis of the two ABox-reasoning techniques described in Subsections 5.3. and 5.4..



5.1. Goals Our goal is to provide description logic reasoning services over a knowledge-base containing a set of ABox and TBox DL axioms, along with Horn-clauses describing non-DL knowledge. The approach is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The DL solver architecture.



The main idea is to transform the contents of the ABox and TBox, as well as the ABox-query to clausal form. This is supplemented by DLP-clauses, derived from the logic program part of the knowledge-base. All these clauses are then executed in Prolog, using techniques derived from the PTTP approach. In earlier papers we have discussed two approaches for ABox-reasoning using the description logic language ALC. The common part of these approaches is that they both produce Horn-clauses from the queries of the user and/or from the terminology box. The answer to instance-check and instanceretrieval queries is derived using resolution in part provided by Prolog. The Restricted approach presented in [12] focuses on ABox-reasoning over an empty TBox. Here, it is also possible to add non-DL Horn-clauses to the transformed set of clauses. These Horn-clauses make it possible for the knowledge-engineer to describe terminological knowledge regarding the instances of the knowledge-base. The main advantage of this approach is its performance and scalability. The good performance of this approach is due to compile-time preprocessing: all the ABox-independent steps of the resolution-based proofs are carried out at compile-time. Executing the resulting Prolog clauses effectively expands the query to a search pattern, which is then looked for in the ABox. Therefore these clauses are called the execution plan. This plan can directly be executed in Prolog. The transformation creating the plan contains some steps in which the techniques of the PTTP (Prolog Technology Theorem Proving) approach appear. On the other hand, the Intermediate approach [11] is able to provide ABox-inference services over



Approach Expressive power Preprocessing Execution plan



Restricted ALC ABox, no TBox all ABox-independent steps runnable Prolog program



Intermediate ALC ABox and restricted TBox none interpreted PTTP clauses



Table 1. Comparison of the two reasoning approaches.



a non-empty terminology box. The main advantage of this technique is that it provides reasoning services over a knowledge-base containing (a) a slightly restricted ALC TBox, (b) terminology level knowledge represented using Horn-clauses and (c) ABox-instances and relations. The content of the knowledge-base is transformed into Horn-clauses which are executed in Prolog using the PTTP technique. Execution is currently done by using our own PTTP Horn-clause interpreter. Preprocessing optimizations do not appear in this work, the solution is derived from the PTTP inference engine only. Although this approach is capable of solving ABox-inference problems over a non-empty TBox, we still refer to it as the Intermediate Approach, since we plan getting rid of the restrictions involving the TBox and the interpreted execution. We summarize the basic differences between the two approaches in Table 1. 5.2. Prolog Technology Theorem Proving Stickel’s PTTP (Prolog Technology Theorem Proving) approach [15] is used in both of our ABoxreasoning approaches. PTTP is a sound and complete approach that builds a first order theorem prover on top of Prolog. This means that an arbitrary set of general clauses can be transformed into a set of Horn-clauses and Prolog execution performs first order logic reasoning. Each first order clause gives rise to a number of Horn-clauses – the so-called contrapositives – such that each literal of the clause appears in the head of exactly one Horn-clause. Thus, any of the literals can participate in a linear resolution step. We briefly describe the ideas of the PTTP approach used in our framework. • Occurrence of positive and negative literals: To transform an arbitrary clause to Prolog format we introduce new predicate names. For each concept-name C we add a new predicate name nonC, and replace all occurrences of ¬C(X) by nonC(X) both in the head and in the body. The link between the separate predicates C and nonC is created by ancestor resolution, see below. • Ancestor resolution: open predicate calls4 . are collected in an ancestor list. If the ancestor list contains a literal which can be unified with the negation of the current goal literal, then the goal literal succeeds and the unification with the ancestor element is performed. Note that even if ancestor resolution is applicable, one should also try to eliminate the current goal literal using normal resolution. • Loop elimination: if the first literal of the goal can be found in the ancestor list, we stop the given branch with a failure5 . The term ’can be found’ is interpreted by the == Prolog built-in predicate, which succeeds if its operands are identical. 4



I.e. calls which were entered or re-entered, but have not been exited yet, according to the Procedure-Box model of Prolog execution, [13]. 5 Similarly to the blocking techniques used in Tableau-algorithms to ensure termination, the aim of loop-elimination is to avoid infinite loops in PTTP programs.



While the Restricted Approach uses PTTP techniques during the transformation phase creating an executable Prolog program, the Intermediate Approach executes Prolog-code using an interpreter handling PTTP techniques. 5.3. The Restricted Approach Let an ABox A containing assertions of form A(i), ¬A(i) and R(i, j) be given, where A denotes an arbitrary atomic concept and R is a role name. The goal is to determine all the instances of an ALC query-concept C, or as a special case, determine if an individual o is an instance of the queryconcept C. Reasoning is split into two parts: first a Prolog execution plan is produced, then the plan is executed on the ABox. We first transform the ALC query-concept into a union of tree-concepts. A tree-concept is an ALC concept formed using the intersection, existential restriction and atomic negation constructors only. An arbitrary ALC query-concept can be transformed into a union of tree-concepts. For a detailed explanation, see [12]. 1. The query-concept is transformed into negation normal form; 2. ∀- and ∃-normalisation: concepts of form ∀R.(C ⊓ D) and ∃R.(C ⊔ D) are substituted by concepts ∀R.C ⊓ ∀R.D and ∃R.C ⊔ ∃R.D respectively, wherever possible; 3. The query-concepts and all subconcepts inside ∀-concepts are transformed into disjunctive normal form; F F 4. Extension with subsumed concepts: for any concepts U = (C ⊓ D ) ⊔ E, if i i i≤n i≤n Ci ≡ ⊤, F then U is substituted with U ⊔ ( i≤n Di ). This can be viewed as a generalized resolution-step; 5. ∀-elimination: substitute concepts of form ∀R.⊤ by ⊤ and ∀R.C by nil wherever possible. Concept nil may not have any inferred instances under open world assumption, so nil can be omitted from concepts of form D ⊔ nil(D 6= ⊥). and absorbs concepts F in F ⊓ nil. Furthermore, concepts of form ∃R.nil and ∀R.nil are also substituted with nil. After all the transformations have been performed, the resulting concept is a union of tree-concepts, or the whole concept becomes nil. For the latter case, the answer for the query is no (i.e. no individuals are known to be instances of the query-concept). Let us examine how the three query-concepts presented in Section 4. can be transformed to a union of tree-concepts. The first and the third query-concept itself is already a tree-concept, we only have to deal with the second one: (F aulty ⊓ Critical) ⊔ (¬F aulty ⊓ ∃uses.(F aulty ⊓ NonCritical)). Regarding this query, only the fourth step needs to be applied with parameters n = 2, C1 = F aulty, C2 = ¬F aulty, D1 = Critical, D2 = ∃uses.(F aulty ⊓ NonCritical) and E = ⊤. The result of the application is a new term D1 ⊓ D2 added to the query-concept with the union-constructor. This term expresses a knowledge that if an individual is not known to be an instance of neither F aulty, nor ¬F aulty, but it is known to be both Critical and is known to use a F aulty and NonCritical subcomponent, then it is also an instance of the query-concept. In general, the extension of subsumed concepts transformation step is necessary in our framework for retrieving the instances of the concept ⊓Di .



If we have a union of tree-concepts, each tree-concept is transformed into a piece of Prolog-code individually. Prolog clauses belonging to each tree-concept have to be executed in a common namespace. This means that the resolution-based proof can use the code belonging to any of the tree-concepts when performing case-distinction. The set of Prolog clauses belonging to the tree-concepts is called the query-plan. We refer the reader to paper [12] on the details of the transformation from an arbitrary tree-concept to executable Prolog code. We will give the query-plan belonging to the three queries of our motivating example below. query1(X) :- faulty(X). query2(X) :- faulty(X), critical(X). query2(X) :- notFaulty(X), uses(X,Y), faulty(Y), nonCritical(Y). query2(X) :- critical(X), uses(X,Y), faulty(Y), nonCritical(Y). query3(X) :- uses(X,Y), uses(Y,Z), d_faulty(Y,X,[d_faulty(Y)]), d_not_faulty(Z,X,[d_not_faulty(Z)]). d_faulty(Y, d_faulty(Y, d_faulty(Y, d_faulty(Z,



_, _, _, X,



_) Anc) Anc) Anc)



::::-



faulty(Y). memberchk(d_not_faulty(Y), Anc). member(A, Anc), A == d_faulty(Y), !, fail. uses(X,Y), uses(Y,Z), d_faulty(Y,X,[d_faulty(Y)|Anc]).



d_not_faulty(Y, _, _) :- not_faulty(Y). d_not_faulty(Y, _, Anc) :- memberchk(d_faulty(Y), Anc). d_not_faulty(Y, _, Anc) :- member(A, Anc), A == d_not_faulty(Y), !, fail. d_not_faulty(Y, X, Anc) :- uses(X,Y), uses(Y,Z), d_not_faulty(Z,X,[d_not_faulty(Z)|Anc]). Clauses starting with d_ (”deduced to be...”) employ the techniques of the PTTP approach. For instance, the second and third clauses of the d_faulty and d_not_faulty predicate are responsible for ancestor resolution and loop-elimination respectively. There are two additional parameters for the d_ clauses: the instance being examined by the instance-retrieval query and an ancestor list containing previous predicate calls. A detailed description of query-plan generation is given in [12]. 5.4.



The Intermediate Approach



This approach provides ABox reasoning services over an ALC knowledge-base containing an ABox and a restricted TBox6 . We exclude subsumption axioms C ⊑ D from the TBox where ∀R.E is a subconcept of the negation normal form of C or ∃R.E is a subconcept of the negation normal form of D. This restriction is due to the fact that the current reasoning algorithm cannot handle Horn-clauses containing Skolem-functions. If we exclude these TBox-axioms, Skolem-functions do not appear in the first order form of these axioms. 6



These restrictions are different from the ones described in [4], but they are not weaker or stronger in any sense due to the fact that there are axioms that can be described using one of the approaches that cannot be described using the other one.



Let an ABox A and a TBox T be given, with the restrictions given above. The axioms of the TBox are transformed into Prolog clauses using the transformation steps below. 1. Based on the well-known mapping described e.g. in [1], we transform the description logic axioms into first order logic formulas. 2. The formulas corresponding to the TBox-axioms are then transformed into clausal form [14]. According to the properties of clause transformation, the generated clauses have the following properties: • clauses are disjunctions of possibly negated literals; • all variables in the clauses are universally quantified. Due to our restrictions posed, no Skolem functions appear in the clausal form of the concepts. The general form of a transformed TBox-clause is thus the following: _ _ _ Cm (xim ) ∨ (1) ¬Dn (xjn ) ∨ ¬Rp (xkp , xlp ), m



n



p



where the literals Cm and Dn correspond to atomic concepts, and literals Rp correspond to role names, while x-es denote variables. Note that while both positive and negative unary literals can appear in the clauses, binary literals are only negative. Positive binary literals do not appear in any clause, since this would correspond to a role negation in the corresponding DL axiom. 3. Each TBox-clause L1 ∨ L2 ∨ · · · ∨ Ln



(2)



is transformed into n clauses of the following form (i = 1, . . . , n) neg neg ∧ · · · ∧ Lneg ∧ Lneg Li ← Lneg 2 1 i−1 ∧ Li+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ln ,



(3)



where Li is the head of the clause, and all other literals are body literals. Lneg is equal to ¬L if L is a positive literal, and Lneg = T if L = ¬T . A clause of form (3) is a contrapositive of the clause (2). After introducing all the contrapositives of the clauses, the program can be executed using a PTTP interpreter catering for ancestor resolution and loop-elimination. The interpreter was made with the aim of easing the development of the complete version of the DL reasoner currently under development. The Intermediate version can be viewed as a first, functionally restricted prototype. Experimenting on DL queries is made easier by simplifying the description of the TBox. In contrast with the Prolog code of the Restricted approach, no additional parameters are needed when writing the clauses describing the terminology. We have also introduced a clause notation :-- for denoting that all contrapositives of the clause have to be derived. The interpreter transforms all :-- clauses to a set of contrapositives. The interpreter executes the transformed Prolog clauses using the techniques of the PTTP approach such as ancestor resolution and loop elimination. We mention that we plan using direct Prolog execution instead of interpreting the clauses by applying appropriate compile time transformation on the clauses such as in our Restricted approach. The TBox presented in Section 4. can be described by the clauses shown in Figure 2. In our interpreter, we chose to denote negation by an operator (or symbol) \. Handling negation with this symbol is easier, since we do not need to build a table of negated and non-negated concept-name pairs. However, \



faulty(Y) :-- uses(X, Y), nscp(X), faulty(X). faulty(X) :-- uses(X, Y), \fault_tolerant(X), faulty(Y). non_critical(Y) :-- uses(X, Y), non_critical(X). critical(Y) :-- uses(X, Y), critical(X), \non_critical(Y). \non_critical(X) :-- critical(X). \non_critical(X) :-- highly_critical(X). \critical(X) :-- non_critical(X). \critical(X) :-- highly_critical(X). \highly_critical(X) :-- non_critical(X). \highly_critical(X) :-- critical(X). Figure 2. The TBox of our example given in special clausal notation.



reduces the efficiency of first argument indexing of Prolog, since predicates with negated heads are all handled together when indexing. All the queries are transformed into Prolog-clauses similarly to the TBox-axioms. Whenever we look for the instances of an atomic or composite concept C, we introduce a new atomic concept name Q and a TBox-axiom C ⊑ Q. The Prolog code of the queries of our example (Section 4.) is thus the following: query1(X) :-- faulty(X). query2(X) :-- faulty(X), critical(X). query2(X) :-- uses(X, Y), \faulty(X), faulty(Y), non_critical(Y). query3(X) :-- uses(X, Y), uses(Y, Z), \faulty(Y), faulty(Z). When the interpreter loads the TBox- and the query-clauses, it creates all possible contrapositives for them. For instance, the last TBox-axiom of Figure 2 is transformed to the following two clauses: \highly_critical(X) :- critical(X). \critical(X) :- highly_critical(X).



6. Performance evaluation Two different approaches have been presented above. The Restricted approach employs a compile-time querytransformation and a heavily guided ABox-inference search. The Intermediate approach on the other hand, employs a straightforward clause-transformation and the whole proof is given to the PTTP engine. We have evaluated the performance of both approaches in [12] and [11]. The two approaches significantly differed in terms of efficiency. While the first approach turned out to be very fast compared with other inference algorithms and scaled well, the second approach was significantly outperformed by the state-of-the-art description logic reasoners (which even provided reasoning services over a more complex description logic language). We believe that this is due to the lack of preprocessing optimizations in the second approach: after transforming the DL axioms into PTTP Horn-clauses, the proof is executed by the PTTP interpreter without any guidance. We have seen that the restricted approach performed the ABox-independent steps of the proof at compile time, which resulted in significant reduction of the search space. In this paper, we make a direct comparison of the two approaches using the example of Section 4.. We have generated ABoxes of different size corresponding to the criterion that the TBox-axioms do not need to be used



for deriving new ABox-facts. To be able to do this, we use ABoxes which are saturated, i.e. no new concept assertions can be derived using the TBox. We use (query3) for performance evaluation. The results of the comparison are shown in Table 2.7 The first column of the table shows the number of individuals in the ABox. The second and third columns show the number of role and concept assertions respectively.8 The fourth and fifth column show the execution time for the two approaches. Note that no TBox was used in the Intermediate approach. However, when the TBox of Section 4. is added, there is only a negligible increase (below 1%) of runtime. In case of the Restricted approach, execution time was low, so we measured it by executing the query 10 000 times and divided it by 10 000. We also considered the time needed for running the program making 10 000 empty calls and subtracted its execution time from the total measured time.



# of # of role # of concept instances assertions assertions 100 99 427 200 199 839 500 499 2 181 1000 999 4 353 2000 1 999 9 182 5000 4 999 21 484



Restricted Intermediate approach approach 0.107 ms 125 ms 0.263 ms 484 ms 0.672 ms 3 031 ms 1.359 ms 11 906 ms 3.084 ms 47 828 ms 6.963 ms 294 078 ms



Table 2. Evaluation and comparison of our approaches



We can clearly see that the Restricted approach outperformed the Intermediate approach. This is not a surprise, because the Restricted approach contains many preprocessing optimizations, while the Intermediate approach solves a more general task and executes queries using an interpreter. However, comparing the consecutive lines of Table 2, we can see that the increase in the execution time is roughly constant with respect to the increase in the size of the ABox. Based on the measured data, we estimate that the Restricted approach is linear and the Intermediate approach is quadratic or at most cubic with respect to the size of the ABox. This shows that none of the approaches are exponential in terms of the size of the ABox. So a well-optimized Intermediate approach would also scale and perform similarly to our Restricted approach.



7. Conclusion and future work We have presented and compared two different description logic reasoning approaches for dealing with ABoxinference. Both approaches are based on the PTTP (Prolog Technology Theorem Proving) approach and involve transforming description logic concepts into executable Prolog code. We have seen that the Restricted approach deals with efficient ABox-reasoning over an empty TBox, while the Intermediate approach allows non-empty TBoxes as well. A motivating example was introduced for presenting how these approaches work. We have evaluated and compared the performance of these approaches using this example. We believe that the advantages of the two approaches can be combined. Although TBox-reasoning does not allow all the preprocessing optimizations present in our Restricted approach, some preprocessing can still be made in order to reduce the search space. Our plan is therefore to extend the Intermediate approach with some compile-time transformations and simplifications. According to the performance evaluation in [11], the main problem with the Intermediate approach arises with handling disjunctions in the code. This problem will also be addressed in the future. 7



The tests were run on an AMD Athlon 64 2800+ machine running at 1.81GHz and having 1GB of RAM, under Windows XP operating system with Service Pack 2 installed. 8 Note that all ABoxes are trees.
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